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7International conference "Pros�
pects of East�West Power Systems
Interconnection (Results of
Feasibility Study "Synchronous
Interconnection of IPS/UPS with
UCTE") took place in Moscow on
April 2, 2009. The conference was
organized by System Operator of
the United Power System (SO UPS)
and Industry Round Table for
Cooperation with the European
Union with the support of the CIS
Electric Power Council, Ministry
of Energy of the Russian Federation
and the Russian National Commit�
tee of CIGRE.

The conference presented and discussed
results of three years work on the Feasibility
Study and became the first opportunity for
experts not directly involved in the project to
hear of new developments and to discuss
them with all the key participants of the
study. The audience of the conference was

represented by professional and scientific
community and journalists.

The work started when Cooperation
Agreement was signed in Brussels on April 19,
2005 on developing the Feasibility Study of the
synchronous interconnection of the two largest
electric power systems on the Eurasian conti�
nent: IPS/UPS and UCTE. The parties to the
Agreement were the UCTE Consortium consist�
ing of 11 European transmissions system oper�
ators, and the IPS/UPS Group of Companies
comprising 8 power companies of the CIS and
Baltic countries. The study, unprecedented in
terms of its scope and complexity of objectives,
was to determine whether synchronous inter�
connection of the IPS/UPS and the UCTE was
feasible, requirements that should be satisfied
by both parties to ensure successful intercon�
nection and necessary expenses. In 2008 the
work on the project was completed. 

"The basic conclusion set forth in the docu�
ment is that the synchronous interconnection
of IPS/UPS with UCTE is technically viable," —
said Boris Ayuev, Chairman of the Board of SO

UPS in his welcoming address to the confer�
ence participants. 

A number of working groups (WG) were
involved in the study. Heads of the working
groups reported on the results of their
research and methodologies applied. The fol�
lowing speakers made presentations at the
conference: Alexander Ilienko, Director of
Dispatching Technologies Development, SO
UPS and Head of WG "Network Operation and
Organization" on the IPS/UPS side; Sergey
Kouzmin, Head of Foreign Relations
Department, SO UPS and Project Manager of
Feasibility Study on the IPS/UPS side; Yury
Kulikov, Head of International Projects Unit,
Foreign Relations Department, SO UPS and
Head of WG "Steady State Analysis" on the
IPS/UPS side; Valentin Gerikh, Head of
Department of Power Market Analysis, INTER
RAO UES and Head of WG "System Dynamics"
on the IPS/UPS side; and Pierre Bernard,
Secretary General of Elia Group and Head of
WG "Legal Issues" on the UCTE side. 

World crisis forces
to appreciate posi�
tive tendencies and
real potentials of
economy. The power,
certainly, is one of
the most effective
tools of overcoming
of global financial
and economic prob�
lems. And Russia in
this aspect can and
should become a
power support of
the international
anti�recessionary
process. 

And it is very important,
that the Russian power
shows strategic stability
and continuity of invest�
ment policy. Dmitry
Medvedev will continue to
support and develop the
economic priorities made
by Vladimir Putin. 

This issue of the special
project "Industrial Weekly"
is meant to give an exam�
ple of the most promising
players of the Russian
power industry market.
We want to make these
companies closer and
more understandable by
telling about their role in
developing and reforming
the industry, their invest�

ment projects, business
principle, etc. In other
words, we would like to
say that there are good
players in the Russian
power industry to deal
with! Russia is the fourth

largest energy market in
the world after the USA,
China, and Japan. The sta�
tus of energy superpower
declared by Russia pre�
sumes first of all a complex
of certain energy responsi�

bility and initiative in
establishing energy mutu�
al understanding. And this
very issue i.e. energy
mutual understanding is
the subject of the present
project. It is quite evident

that the world crisis will
give a new impulse to
development of Russia —
EU energy dialogue bring�
ing it to a form of interna�
tional energy communica�
tion according to experts.

Energy against Crisis
Technologies of success and optimism 

April 2009 
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IPS/UPS and UCTE: Synchronous Interconnection
Participants of the Feasibility Study reported

See From quantity, p. 2
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IDGC of Centre and Volga Region,
JSC, is a united operational compa�
ny which is the main service provi�
der of electric power transmission
and technological connection to
electric grids in nine regions of the
Russian Federation. 

IDGC of Centre and Volga Region, JSC, is a
natural monopoly entity. The company pos�
sesses 0.4�110 kV electric grids and the equip�
ment which provides a significant part of all
electric power transmission of the service zone.

The regions of IDGC of Centre and Volga
Region activities which accommodate 10% of
the population of Russia are characterized by a
stable gross regional product that allows to
project the further demand for electric power. 

In 2008 the power company's earnings from
selling of services equaled $946.4 million; net
profit was $42.7 million; total assets were
$1.68 billion. The fixed asset value exceeded
$1.2 billion. 

At the moment IDGC of Centre and Volga
Region, JSC, is a large power company which
carries out the investment program and target
corporate policy in conformity with the devel�
opment strategy. Supplying reliable and quali�
tative electric power to consumers, the compa�
ny bears the full responsibility before share�
holders and clients for industrial, economic
and financial performance. The company
shares are included in the B Quotation List of
MICEX and RTS Russian stock exchanges.
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In the course of the study
the working groups carried
out steady state load flow
analysis and transients analy�
sis, examined low frequency
oscillations, developed power
and frequency control models
for the planned interconnec�
tion and IPS/UPS — UCTE
system operators interaction
schemes under conditions of
synchronous operation. The
leading industry related High
Voltage Direct Current Power
Transmission Research
Institute (NIIPT) was invited
to participate in the research. 

In order to calculate tran�
sients and oscillations, a
dynamic model of the
IPS/UPS and UCTE intercon�
nection was created. It was
used to test different condi�
tions for electric power
exchange.  

The study brings to evi�
dence that the synchronous
interconnection of IPS/UPS
with UCTE is feasible in a long�
term perspective upon imple�
menting a number of techni�
cal, operational and organiza�
tional measures as well as
adoption of relevant legislation
in the CIS and EU countries.
The synchronous interconnec�
tion of IPS/UPS with UCTE
will also require compliance of
automatic frequency control
systems in Ukraine, Belarus,
Moldova, and the Baltic states,
which will be involved in the
transit of electric power from
Russia to Europe, with the
European standards.

The project participants
agreed that, as the implemen�
tation phase for identified
measures is recognized as a
long process, the synchronous
interconnection should be
considered as a long term per�
spective. With a view of devel�
oping electricity trade, con�
struction of High Voltage
Direct Current (HVDC) links
between the interface coun�
tries may be recommended as
a medium�term and short�
term alternative solution.  

Information about
Participants of the
Project

Experts from the following
companies in the CIS and
Baltic states participated in
the study on the IPS/UPS
side: SO UPS (Russia), NPC
UKRENERGO (Ukraine),
Belenergo (Belarus),
Moldelectrica (Moldova),
Latvenergo (Latvia), Lietuvos

Energija (Lithuania), Eesti
Energia (Estonia), KEGOC
(Kazakhstan).

The UCTE Consortium was
represented by experts from
the following EU companies:
E.ON Netz (Germany), RWE
(Germany), Vattenfall Europe
(Germany), ELIA (Belgium),
MAVIR (Hungary), NEK
(Bulgaria), PSE (Poland), Red

Electrica (Spain), RTE
(France), SEPS (Slovakia) и
Transelectrica (Romania).

The leaders of the project
were appointed on each side to
oversee project coordination.
UCTE was represented by E.ON
Netz, Germany, and IPS/UPS
— by SO UPS, Russia. Over 70
experts from 18 countries were
involved in the project. 

CJSC IES�EnergoStroy�
Engineering initiated
construction and erec�
tion works of 500 kV
high voltage line from
Balakovskaya Nuclear
Power Plant to Kurdum
with 500 kV Kurdum
Substation extension in
the Saratov Region.
CJSC IES�EnergoStroy�
Engineering is the gen�
eral contractor of the
project. The customer
of the project is OJSC
Federal Grid Company
UES. Project implemen�
tation terms: November
2008 — December 2011. 

On March 19 installation of
the first foundation for interme�
diate support of ПБ5 type No
593 was completed in the
Balakovskiy Region. At present
another seven foundations have
been installed. 

The works are executed by
OJSC Sibelektrosetstroy trust (a
part of IES�EnergoStroy�
Engineering group of compa�
nies). The designed 500 kV

high voltage line spreads from
Kurdum Substation through
the territories of the
Tatischevskiy, Saratovskiy,
Voskresenskiy, Marksovskiy
and Balaklavskiy Districts of
the Saratov Region. The length
of the high voltage line com�
prises 202 km. 

This line is being construct�
ed in order to transmit power
from Balakovskaya Nuclear
Power Plant when it generates
5000 MW and more and for
increase of transmission
capacity of intersystem con�

nections Middle Volga —
Center — North Caucasus. 

Within the framework of
the project the unique crossing
over Volga River with up to
150 meters supports installa�
tion is planned to be construct�
ed. The length of the crossing
will be about 4.5 kilometers.
Within the framework of 500
kV Kurdum Substation expan�
sion the reconstruction of cells
of 500 kV, 220 kV, 110 kV, 35
kV outdoor switchgears and
installation of 500 kV shunting
reactors are planned.

From Balakovskaya
NPP to Kurdum

IDGC of Centre and Volga
Region is a public company

IPS/UPS and UCTE:
Synchronous Interconnection

UCTE
The Union for the Co�ordination of Transmission of Electricity (UCTE) is

the association of transmission system operators in continental Europe,

providing a reliable market base by efficient and secure electric "power

highways". UCTE unites electric power companies that provide syn�

chronous work of energy systems of 24 European countries: Austria,

Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic,

Germany, West Denmark, France, FYROM, Greece, Italy, Luxemburg,

Montenegro, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Serbia, Slovak

Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland and Hungary.  

Through the networks of UCTE, about 500 million people are sup�

plied with electric energy; annual electricity consumption totals

approx. 2300 TWh.

IPS/UPS
The CIS and Baltic states electric power system IPS/UPS unites 14 states:

Azerbaijan, Belarus, Estonia, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia,

Lithuania, Moldova, Mongolia, the Russian Federation, Tajikistan,

Ukraine, and Uzbekistan. The exchange of electric power is carried out

with Norway, Finland, Poland, Turkey, Afghanistan, and China.   

The supreme executive body of the electric power system is the CIS

Electric Power Council. The goal of this organization is to provide for a

reliable power supply for CIS countries by applying advantages of the

unified technological recourses of electric power industry and organi�

zation of stable synchronous work of national electric power systems.  

The aggregate installed generation capacity of the IPS/UPS as of 2007

was 337 GW, electric power consumption — 1 285 TWh. Population liv�

ing on the territory of electric power system exceeds 280 million people.

System Operator of the United Power System of Russia
SO UPS is a company that carries out operative dispatching manage�

ment of all the units constituting the Unified Energy System of Russia.

The company also performs the following functions: provides for

functioning of electric power markets and synchronous operation of

UES of Russia with electric power systems of other countries, coordi�

nates and monitors implementation of the investment programs in

the industry. Moreover, SO UPS is responsible for monitoring of tech�

nical conditions of the power units and investigates cases that may

affect the UES reliability.

Information about Electric Power Systems

(Continued from Page 1)
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The aim of the energy
policy led by the
Russian Energy
Ministry is to use natu�
ral energy resources
and potential of the
energy sector at most
efficiently for the
purpose of economic
growth and raising
the standard of living
in Russia. Russia's
Energy Minister Sergei
Shmatko told this in
his interview to
Industrial Weekly.

— Mr.Shmatko, what
objectives does the Russian
government set promoting
the wide introduction of
energy�saving technologies?

— Experts say the global
demand for energy annually
grows by 1�1.5% even consid�
ering the current crisis. Given
this trend, the world energy
consumption will increase 40�
50% by 2030. How can this
consumption growth be met?
There many ways to do it. But
one of the best ways is intro�
ducing energy�saving tech�
nologies.

Now, the situation on
world markets is difficult, but
any crisis ends sooner or later.
The economic growth in
Russia, which will inevitably
follow the crisis, will result in
the largely increased demand
for energy resources.

— Does Russia pay
enough attention to this
sphere today?

— The first resolution of
the Russian government
signed by Vladimir Putin in
2009 directly concerns the
state energy�saving policy.
The Russian authorities are
paying such a serious atten�
tion to this sphere not by
chance.

At present, the energy
intensity of the Russian indus�
try is higher that in developed
countries. Various energy loss�
es due to the low efficiency of
equipment, transportation
and consumption result in bil�
lions of rubles of losses in
Russia.

We face a very clear task —
to reduce the energy intensity
of the gross domestic product
at least by 40% by 2020 as
compared to 2007. Only work�
ing in this direction, we can
provide rational and environ�
mentally�friendly employment
of energy and energy resources
in present conditions.

The law 'On energy�saving
and raising economic efficien�
cy' will make this work sys�
tematic. This document will
allow solving problems of rat�
ing energy consumption and
more efficient elaboration of
energy�saving programmes on
the federal, regional and
municipal levels.

— What other steps can
one take to introduce energy
efficient technologies in all
spheres?

— The development and
approval of the state energy�
saving programme must
become one of the objectives.
It will be based on typical
energy efficient innovation
projects, chiefly in the produc�
tion sphere and housing
industry.

The wide introduction of
energy�saving lamps, equip�
ment and technologies will

allow considerable energy�
saving and largely reduce the
crime level in Russian cities.

Other directions of work
include rational and efficient
employment of energy
resources in the industry,
introducing new and modern�
izing old equipment and effi�
cient employment of associat�
ed oil gas.

Solving these tasks will
allow raising the energy�sav�
ing level in Russia by 30% by
2015 and almost doubling this
figure by 2020.

— The introduction of
advanced technologies
requires cooperation with
other countries. What is the
situation in this sphere?

— It is impossible to fulfill
the state energy�saving pro�
gramme without serious
cooperation with foreign part�
ners.

Germany is our reliable
partner and Russia maintains
very close relation in the ener�
gy sphere with it.

Germany is the world
leader in environmental pro�

tection, climate change and
development of energy effi�
ciency and saving policy.

In the beginning of this
year, the Russian�German
Energy Agency was set up,
which is a quite timely and
important step.

Considering rich experi�
ence accumulated by
Germany, Russia expects that
this agency will help widen
economic ties and create firm
international cooperation of

the participants of the energy
market.

Now, we are considering a
number of joint projects asso�
ciated with creating legal and

economic conditions for rais�
ing the energy efficiency and
employment of renewables in
Russia. In addition, we plan to
work out and implement the

Russian�German educational
programme in the sphere of
energy�saving, energy effi�
ciency and renewable energy
sources, modernize the ener�
gy infrastructure and improve
the ecological situation in
some regions in Russia by
introducing energy efficient
equipment and technologies.

— What real examples of

such cooperation could you
name?

— Practical steps in the
Russian�German cooperation
in the sphere of energy effi�
ciency may help overcome the
economic crisis and boost the
economic development after
it, chiefly by the employment
of innovation energy�saving
technologies creating new
work places and raising the
competitiveness of products.

I would like to mention

the initiative of Siemens sup�
ported by Russia's Energy
Ministry, administration of
the Sverdlovsk Regions and
town council of Ekaterinburg

on making this major indus�
trial centre an energy effi�
cient city.

On February 2, 2009, a
four�party agreement on the

cooperation between the
Russian Energy Ministry, gov�
ernment of the Sverdlovsk
Region, administration of
Ekaterinburg and Siemens in
the sphere of research and
introduction of energy�saving
technologies in Ekaterinburg
was signed in Moscow.

— What results do you
expect from this coopera�
tion?

— The research works will
result in recommendations on
the employment of advanced

materials and services using
energy�efficient and energy�
saving equipment and tech�
nologies, on the reduction of
negative environmental
impact of the fuel�and�energy
industry as well as on infor�
mational exchange and spe�
cialists training.

Thus, the city authorities
will have the analysis of the
existing situation and the plan
of raising the energy efficien�
cy including the long�term
concept and real steps to pro�
mote energy saving in
Ekaterinburg.

It is a pilot project carried
out within the framework of
the Russian�German techno�
logical cooperation basing on

the decisions of the chiefs of
the both countries taken in
October 2008 in St.
Petersburg during bilateral
consultations. It is a bright
example of our joint capabili�
ties to introduce energy�sav�
ing technologies in one con�
stituent part of the Russian
Federation. We think such
projects should form the
basis of the mutually�benefi�
cial Russian�German cooper�
ation in the sphere of energy
efficiency.

Russia's Energy Ministry: Energy Efficiency is Our Priority
Sergei Shmatko: "It is impossible to fulfill the state energy-saving programme 
without close cooperation with foreign partners"

Practical steps in the Russian�German cooper�
ation in the sphere of energy efficiency may
help overcome the economic crisis and boost

the economic development after it, chiefly by
the employment of innovation energy�saving
technologies creating new work places and

raising the competitiveness of products.

Experts say the global demand for energy
annually grows by 1�1.5% even considering
the current crisis. Given this trend, the

world energy consumption will increase 40�
50% by 2030. How can this consumption

growth be met? There many ways to do it.
But one of the best ways is introducing ener�

gy�saving technologies.



ELSIB is one of 295
Russian companies
selected for federal
list of state support.
Located in Siberia
enterprise produces
large electric machi�
nes: generators, AC
motors and others.
During 55 years of
work there were
designed and pro�
duced more than 800
turbogenerators with
total capacity 70 000
MW, 158 hydrogenera�
tors with total capaci�
ty 16 000 MW, tens of
thousands of high�
voltage asynchronous
motors were shipped
to 54 countries. Today
about 30% of generat�
ing capacities of
Russian power sta�
tions falls on genera�
tors of ELSIB.

Increasing world crisis,
deterioration of investment
climate forced Russian power

companies to reduce their
costs on new construction
and reconstruction of their
capacities. ELSIB having
taken a number of timely
anticrisis measures contin�
ues to enlarge its order stock
in these conditions. In 2009
the company will finish the
manufacture of the leading
air�cooled generator of 160
MW capacity that will pro�
vide with electricity Olympic
objects in Sochi.  This year

the plant will launch into
production new large orders
of RusHydro which also will
provide the reliable energy
supply of Russian south.
Transneft exploited motors
of Siberian plant for a long
time and today places orders
for design of new ones for
pipe lines. All mentioned
above let ELSIB look into the
future with confidence and
continue the innovative way
of development.
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ELSIB:direction 
to development

There is one of the largest projects
in the Russian power engineering —
the construction of the «Power
Island» of Nyagan State Regional
Power Plant /SRPP/ (“turn�key” con�
struction and erection of three
combined�cycle power units CCP № №
1, 2 and 3: 3х410MW) in Autonomous
District of Khanty�Mansy. 

General Contractor (EPC�contract) — an
engineering company “E4 Group”. Customer
— TGK�10 (Major stockholder — Fortum). 

«Rough local environmental conditions,
the remoteness from big cities, poorly�devel�
oped transport infrastructure impose super�
strict requirements for the experience and
staff qualification upon the General
Contractor. Such a large project in the north
region and under the very  climatic conditions
is going to be implemented for the first time
since Soviet period in Russia and this implies
very high level of responsibility for our com�
pany» — says Peter V. Bezukladnikov, General
Director of JSC “E4 Group”.

The construction of SRPP will provide for
further economical development of the region
and the country as a whole: starting from tim�
ber industry to the project being extensively
deployed «Ural the Industrial — Ural the Polar».

Extreme engineering
One of the largest projects

OJSC "Moscow United
Electric Grid Company"
is the largest interre�
gional distribution
grid company of the
country which is
among three leading
energy companies and
among 30 largest
industrial enterprises
of the Russian Fe�
deration. Now OJSC
"MOESK" attends 98%
of Moscow consumers
and 95% of the Moscow
region consumers. The

Company main activi�
ties are rendering of
services on electric
energy transportation
to consumers and tech�
nological connection
to electric grids. 

Yury Trofimov, the
Company General Director,
told at The VII All�Russia
Energy Forum "Thermal
Energy Complex of Russia in
the XXI Century" that from
2005 to 2008 the company
had invested over 91 billion
rubles in development of
Moscow and Moscow region
electric grid facilities develop�
ment. Before the year 2005,
when the electric grid facili�
ties of the region belonged to
"Mosenergo", the investments
in the grids development had
not exceeded 3.5 billion
rubles a year. In the beginning
of the year 2006, 95% of the
Moscow feeding centers were
overloaded; connection of
consumers to these centers
stopped. 

The OJSC "MOESK" invest�
ment program was devel�
oped by power specialists
taking into account the
development rates of the
Moscow region. Within its
realization during 2005�
2008, more than 9,112 MVA
of capacities, around 3,000
km of transmission lines
were put in operation; the
reserve for capacity of more
than 900 MVA was created.
The objects which were put
in operation provided a con�
nection of new consumers
and essentially unloaded the
existing feeding centers and
transmission lines. 

In 2005 the total capacity
of new subscribers was only
50 MW; in 2008 it highly
increased: the consumers for
almost 500 MW were connect�
ed to the electric grids of the
Company. Realization of the
large�scale investment pro�
gram of OJSC "MOESK" has
allowed to raise reliability of
electric power supplies of con�
sumers of the Moscow region.

OJSC "MOESK": 4 years 
of successful performance!

Under the auspices and with participation of the Ministry for
Education and Science of the Russian Federation and the Moscow
City Government

• biggest Salon in Russia and unique scientific and      technical forum of inventors, creators
of Hi�tech products, investors in the scientific and technological sphere and industry
• possibility of contacts between developers, producers and potential clients in Russia
• widest spheres of application of new technologies throughout Russia
• direct contacts with investors
• a chance to get acquainted with innovations from all regions of Russia
• great opportunity to visit Moscow and other major cities of the country in summer time

for additional information please contact
STA Technopol�Moscow

www.technopolmoscow.com | office@technopolmoscow.com
tel. +7 (495) 787 31 08/09 | fax +7 (495) 959 66 43

IIXX  IINNTTEERRNNAATTIIOONNAALL  SSAALLOONN  
OOFF  IINNNNOOVVAATTIIOONNSS  AANNDD  IINNVVEESSTTMMEENNTTSS  

Russia, Moscow, August 26-29,  2009
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New economic reali�
ties make us reconsid�
er a number of elemen�
tary economic truths.
For example, we have
always believed that
the future of electric
power generation is
after gigantic sta�
tions. But actually,
the crisis and the life
have proved that the
more mobile and flexi�
ble the ways of supply�
ing enegy to con�
sumers are, the more
opportunities and the
higher probability of
survival a business has
and the more reliable
and stable it is. At
least, the experience
of the Russian compa�
ny "Mobilnye Gazotur�
binnye Electricheskie
Stantsii" (JSC "Mobile
Gas�Turbine Power
Plants") is an excellent
example of applying
non�traditional solu�
tions. This was the
topic of our discussion
with the General
Director of the Com�
pany, Oleg Bragin.

— Oleg Valentinovich,
your company is young but it
is well known in the world of
power industry... 

— JSC "Mobile Gas�Turbine
Power Plants" was set up in
2006 as a 100% RAO "United
Energy System of Russia" asso�
ciated company. Our first proj�
ect was installing mobile gas
turbine power stations in the
Moscow region to support the
reliability of the region's power
system in the period of peak
demand. Then other projects
came, we grew and acquired

experience. Today the compa�
ny has 12 operating complexes
of mobile gas turbine stations
of 22,5 MVt each. We have
almost three years of experi�
ence in operating specific
equipment, and we've got a
good team of professionals. We
can work with the equipment
produced in Russia and
abroad, we cooperate with
Russian and western suppliers. 

Our strong point is based
on implementing projects for

installation and putting into
operation mobile gas and tur�
bine stations as well as run�
ning and maintaining operat�
ing mobile power stations.
Under this concept we carry
out the dislocation of our
mobile power stations into
new sites of peak demand
areas. Besides that, on con�
sumers' demand we construct,
operate, and maintain gas tur�
bine power stations of middle
and small capacity. We carry
out engineering works and
project management on con�
tractual agreements. 

— What can you say if we
compare the operation of the
company in 2008 and this
year when everyone is speak�
ing about crisis?..

— The past year was very
important for the develop�
ment of our company, we
expanded the geography of
our activity, entered new
regions, namely Krasnodar
region and Primorje. We
entered the Market Advisory
Board and this enabled the
company to participate in the
trade of electric power and in
the wholesale market.

When moving our facili�
ties into Krasnodar region we
managed to make true the
concept of mobile energy. Per
se, by moving two stations
from Moscow region into
Novorossiysk, we have solved
a major problem of power

system for Kuban region
which had been experiencing
significant difficulties every
summer due to high tempera�
tures and heavy traffic of
electricity network to support
air conditioning systems. A
similar project related to solv�
ing problems of the region
through the power injection
was implemented in
Vladivostok where we built
two mobile stations in
December 2008. Under that

project we acted as general
contractor for the first time. 

As for the current year,
we've got a lot of work as
well...This summer we plan to
put into operation three
mobile gas and turbine sta�
tions in Dmitrov city (Moscow
region), and this will enable
us to cover the deficit for elec�
tric power capacity in the
region and to avoid switching
off power in case of emer�
gency. Besides that, we con�
sider a possibility to install
two new mobile stations in the
south of Russia — in the resort

city of Anapa. This project is
mainly based on an extremely
successful experience of using
mobile power stations in
Novorossiisk. We also pay a lot
of attention to new technolog�
ical opportunities, in particu�
lar, in applying alternative
types of fuel, say liquefied gas.

— Do you work only on
centralized orders?

— Not only. In the
Company there is a commer�
cial management board which
is involved into the search of
new commercial projects. If
initially, we worked with proj�
ects related to energy prob�
lems of regions, now we also
work with a number of proj�
ects related to specific needs
of the Industry. Every project
has its own specific nuances.
For instance, a paper mill
needs its turbine to produce
steam. Oil corporations are
interested in power stations
operating on accompanying
gas which is produced at oil
production. Our station being
a nucleus gets additional
equipment required by every
specific project. That is way,
every project is unique...

— They say about creat�
ing a certain structure of
rapid response on the basis
of "Mobile Gas�Turbine
Power Plants"...

�An idea of creating a gov�
ernment structure for power
security of the Russian
Federation is being discussed
in the government now. A so
called "Power Ministry for
Emergency" or as you said
rapid response structure.
Such structure is in demand as

reliable electric power supply
(especially, for significant
social and infrastructural
units) reserve sources are
needed. This is also a must
according to technical opera�
tion regulations. But not
everyone and not everywhere
can afford to have such a
source of reserve power. That
is why, a government compa�
ny should be set up to support
the reliability of units of spe�
cific needs as well as crucial
events on lease terms.

— Are you speaking of
mobile units?

— Yes, mobile units. But
not large stations as mobile
gas and turbine stations but
smaller ones from 200�300
kVt up to 6 kVt. Such equip�
ment might be used in a situa�
tion of power supply break. I'd
like to emphasize the impor�
tance of this project for the
country and especially, in the
period of crises. The imple�
mentation of the said program
will result not only in the
increase of reliability of power
supply and strengthening of
the energy safety of the coun�
try, but also in creating addi�
tional jobs, development of
national technologies for
energy machine building, etc.
Industrial works for creating
in Russia necessary stations
are being held, the most seri�
ous companies are involved in
the project say "United
Aircraft Corporation".

— With what western pro�
ducers do you cooperate
most fruitfully ? 

— We have been success�
fully working with
"Pratt&Whitney". We have
bought 15 stations produced
by their company, plus we
supplied two turbines for "Far�
Eastern Generating Company"
under our project in
Vladivostok that I mentioned
above. Now we working on
putting in order maintenance
services for this equipment. In
spring we carry out the first
scheduled maintenance. We
do not have any claims to this
equipment, we are happy with
it. But we try to diversify the

supplies. We understand that
we need to support Russian
producers and we actively do
that by participating in proj�
ects for creating and develop�
ing our own local models.  

— What are your require�
ments for foreign suppliers?

— First of all, we are inter�
ested in reliability and eco�
nomic efficiency. These are
basic requirements set by
power companies to the mar�
ket of power equipment pro�
ducers. Besides that, it should
be technological, easy in oper�
ation, and cheap in mainte�
nance...You may be offered an
equipment for "a couple of
pennies" but after�mainte�
nance will cost you dollars.
Moreover, producers should
take into account the specific
character of our turbines
which like Kalashnikov auto�
matic machines should oper�
ate in any conditions.  

Another important aspect:
all power equipment being
imported into Russian market
should be certified. This is a
producer's responsibility. In
2006 our partners "Pratt&
Whitney" certified the whole
line of products that we work
with.  

— What changes does the
crisis bring into your compa�
ny? What is the positive side
of the crisis, in your opinion?

— The positive aspect of
the crisis is that it shakes the
economy, in a good sense. In

order to survive the crisis new
technological break�through
is needed. The market players
have to respond immediately
to any changes in the econom�
ic environment. Thus, for
example, thanks to structural
changes we set up a special�
purpose management board
in our company aimed at
search for new contracts. We
know that the power con�
sumption decreases in the cri�
sis, and (in spite of the fact
that there is always a peak
demand and mobile power
stations are always in
demand) a general tendency
is that consumers have less
money. The client search is a

difficult part. And in our case
we focus on searching new
projects. 

— And what about staff
reduction?

— We do not plan this... All
our units operate on a duty
cycle. It means that any
moment an incident or an
accident occurs the person on
duty should launch an electric
power station. Additionally, for
putting new units into opera�
tions we need highly qualified
specialists who will maintain
them. We do not plan to
reduce the staff but hire and
train new people... The bulk of
the company is young people
under 30 years old.  

I'd like to mention that our
team of "Mobile Gas�Turbine
Power Plants" is one of the fac�
tors of our high competitive�
ness. To create a strong and
professional team we hire
promising graduators from the
best power universities of
Russia as well as professionals
with many years of experience
in the power sector. Operators
working on sites are trained to
operate and maintain mobile
gas turbine power stations at
our special�purpose courses.
After training the specialists
get certificates issued by a
company�producer to verify
their qualification to work with
the specific type of equipment.
Every year the operations staff
take in�house improvement of
skills  and anti�accident train�

ing. Such an approach in
organizing training enables us
to set up any ambitious tasks
and we may be sure in the
results of our work. 

— How do you estimate
further prospects for the
company?

— We are looking into the
future with optimism. New
projects will come, and we
will continue to expand and
strengthen our team. Besides
that, we've got big plans con�
cerning a new government
structure that I've mentioned
above. We are sure that
"Mobile Gas�Turbine Power
Plants" will cope with every�
thing. 
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Mobile Energy
Oleg Bragin: "We are looking into the future of our company with optimism"

The positive aspect of the crisis is that it
shakes the economy, in a good sense. In order

to survive the crisis new technological
break�through is needed. The market players

have to respond immediately to any changes in
the economic environment.
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The crisis makes econ�
omists from all over
the world do their
best to find ways out
of the global dead�
lock. At the G20 sum�
mit in London, heads
of major economies
have named a number
of international
financial compromis�
es, though some
doubts exist that they
will really stop the
crisis. Now, most anti�
crisis programmes are
purely monetary,
while the economy
obviously needs new
development incen�
tives and mobilization
of domestic resour�
ces. This is the topic of
the ‘Ten Blocks’ Real
Economy Anti�crisis
Assistance Programme
designed by a well�
known economist,
Doctor of Economics,
Amur Kanchaveli.
Notably, not only
Russian economists
but the Russian gov�
ernment paid atten�
tion to Kanchaveli’s
ideas. Now, we are talk�
ing with the author of
the Ten Blocks Prog�
ramme about the cur�
rent world crisis and
its possible solutions
to it. 

— Amur Davidovich, how
do you estimate the results of
the G20 anti�crisis summit
held in London?

— Anyway, it is very good
that chiefs of the most eco�
nomically powerful states

have met, found a common
language and understanding
in the need to get over the eco�
nomic crisis. In this context, I
believe that this meeting has
much more political than eco�
nomic sense. From this point
of view, the summit should be
considered a political�eco�
nomical and not an economi�
cal event. Thus, the maximum
possible effect has been
reached.

— And what can you say
about the decisions taken
there?

— Any sound economist
will highly estimate the
London summit. But any
sound economist will tell you
that agreements reached
there are not just insufficient,
but completely insufficient.
That is why, it is important to
prevent a dangerous illusion
that the world leaders have
gathered, discussed and taken
all the necessary decisions
and we should only wait until
the international framework
they created save us from the
crisis. But it is not the case! Let
us say, in London, the leaders
have agreed on stricter rules
of international loan policy,
revision of financial condi�

tions, raising resources of
global financial bodies and
new financial control rules
thus sacrificing the principle
of absolute freedom of finan�
cial markets.

All of this is right. But it is
the top international financial
supervision level. Establishing
order on this level is necessary
but completely insufficient to
inspire the economy to over�
come the crisis.

— And what is needed?
— Generally speaking, to

understand the reasons of the
current crisis, the production
sphere should be firstly con�
sidered. One should find out
what hinders the develop�
ment of production forces.

Indeed, we have not only to
overcome the crisis, but to
launch new economic mecha�
nisms that could either pre�
vent such crises in the future
or timely reveal them mini�
mizing their negative effects.

— You believe that more
could be done in the world to
this end, don’t you?

— The matter is that,
unfortunately, the measures
taken are chiefly financial�
redistributional ones and are
designed to support the exist�
ing financial�banking system.

With that, the producer of
new values is playing a small
part. Speaking about the G20
summit, I should say that to
resume the economic growth,
chiefs of the leading economic
powers decided to take two
types of steps. First — to pro�
vide the world financial sys�
tem with liquidity. The policy
of low rates using the full set
of money market instruments
including alternative ones
supporting price stability will
be continued.

Second, G20 financial
authorities recommend con�
tinue the capitalization of
major national banks. A spe�
cial group of measures is

aimed at strengthening con�
trol over the world financial
system. G20 countries suggest
that hedge funds should be
registered and information
that will help estimate risks
they create should be compul�
sorily revealed. Also, they pro�
posed tightening control over
rating agencies.

There is no doubt that
these are right and wise steps.
But we should confine our�
selves only to these measures.
Otherwise, we would use up
international and national
reserves and face the same
crisis but empty�handed.

— What is the reason that
most of the steps only relate
to distributing state funds,
giving out loans and buying
out ‘toxic’ assets?

— On one hand, the reason
is that such steps are tradition�
al and bring rapid results. But
such an effect is nondurable
like an injection of anesthetic
in case of a heavy chronic ill�
ness. People truly want to
fight the crisis and truly
believe in the success of these
short�term measures. In addi�
tion, one should always
remember that any leader
always has a great deal of
urgent economic�political
problems that should be rap�
idly solved right now. That is
why, most of the decisions
taken are based on principles
and rules adapted for previous
economic reality.

It is quite obvious, howev�
er, that the current crisis casts
some doubt not only on the

prospects of existing economic
relations, but on the success�
ful development of the eco�
nomic model that has led to
the current global crisis. We
need new steps and new back�
bones for the development —
chiefly the development of the
real sector.

— New economic back�
bones?

— Yes. Just so, new! Given
all obviously necessary meas�
ures taken today, some per�
plexity remains — no real eco�
nomic relations to become
more reliable backbones of
economic development have
been proposed yet. Although,
it is quite obvious that tighten�
ing the fiscal policy or control
and nationalization of finan�
cial assets cannot be a solution
— we need new economic
incentives badly.

— Is your programme
devoted to these incentives?

— Yes, it is quite so. My
programme called Ten Blocks
represents a package of pro�
posals that could firstly bolster
the development of Russia’s
real economy sector. The steps
I propose will introduce wiser
priorities for the country’s
social�economic development.

— What is the basis of
your programme?

— This programme is
based on my analytical
researches and practical work
in the real sector I was carry�
ing out for many years. I dealt
with strategic management of
business reliability of com�
mercial industrial systems.
This is the topic of my doctor�
ate thesis I maintained at the
Bauman Moscow State
Technical University.

— Will you name the
main idea of your pro�
gramme?

— The gist of the pro�
gramme is creating new devel�
opment opportunities and
incentives instead of redistrib�
uting state funds, issuing new
state obligations and pouring
liquidity into the country’s
banking system.

— Does the programme
imply radical changes of the
economic system?

— By no means! My pro�
gramme does not allow for

any social revolutions and
does not contradict the main
principles of Russia’s state and
economic structure. It does
not require the revision of
property relations and is
based on the existing princi�
ples and forms of state eco�
nomic management.

The Ten Blocks programme
contains a number of urgent
anti�crisis steps. If taken by
the state, considerable social�
economic results will be
achieved already within a
year, namely the reduction of
negative consequences of the
global financial crisis for
Russia and building promising
mechanisms of the country’s
economic development.

— What exactly do you
suggest?

— I will not retell the
whole programme as it is not
the point of our discussion.
But I can dwell on some of its
features. For example, I sug�
gest that approaches to
incomes from various activi�
ties should be radically divid�
ed and activities that lead to
creating real values should be
made the corner stone (both
by social status and profitabil�
ity). Are you getting me? The
company that makes new
products should be valued
higher than the company that
only derives profits from
exchange speculations.

The matter is that a surpris�
ing and even paradoxical eco�
nomic situation has been cre�
ated in the world. With the
development of stock
exchange and financial insti�
tutions, their service function
relating to financial opera�
tions needed just to provide
more advanced forms of com�
modity�money relations
began to bring much easier
and larger profits than creat�
ing new values — products.

Thus, the focus of the
market interest moved to
non�constructive ways of get�
ting profits. It is this anti�pro�
ductive disparity that has
become a major and, per�
haps, the key reason of the
current global crisis — there
was no need to produce new
goods to earn more. I think
time has come to announce

that the main function of the
economy is to create new val�
ues and this function should
be promoted economically —
by altering the existing tax
and preferential system. This
is one of the ideas of the pro�
gramme, which contains ten
quite short and distinct pro�
visions. That is why it is
named Ten Blocks.

With that, I do not think
that it is necessary to focus all
anti�crisis efforts only on this
programme. Among other
things, this crisis has showed
that the society should be
united by common ideas
including the economic
sphere. So, I place my pro�
gramme only as part of other
anti�crisis measures, part of a
new economic ideology,
which is vital now.
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New economic incentives needed
Amur Kanchaveli: “We can face the same crisis, but empty-handed”

My programme called Ten Blocks represents a
package of proposals that could firstly bol�
ster the development of Russia’s real econo�
my sector. The steps I propose will introduce
wiser priorities for the country’s social�eco�

nomic development.

Amur Kanchaveli, Doctor
of Economics, CEO of
KAD�M Association, a
representative of the
Russian Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
in the Morocco Republic.
He was born in the city
of Poti, finished the
Tbilisi University (Faculty
of Mathematical and
Physical Sciences),
Moscow State Aviation
Institute (Economics and
Management Faculty),
postgraduate education
and doctorate of the
Bauman Moscow State
Technical University. He
maintained the Ph.D and
doctorate thesis at the
Bauman Moscow State
Technical University,
where he read lectures
on the theory of proba�
bility and mathematical
statistics at the higher
mathematics depart�
ment for a number of
years. In the early 1990's,
he established the KAD�
M association specializ�
ing on managing inter�
national economic rela�
tions. In 2006, he
opened the permanent
multi�industry exhibition
of leading Russian man�
ufacturers in Casablanca,
Morocco.
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Net Profit — 598
Million Rubles

The IDGC of the North�
West has got a clear positive
audit report on the account�
ing statement for 2008.

"The company's accounting
statement truly describes its
financial state in all substan�
tial relations as of December
31, 2008 and the results of its
business activities from
January 1 to December 31,
2008 inclusively according to
the legislation of the Russian
Federation as related to
preparing the accounting
statement", report KPMG
auditors.

In 2008, the income of
IDGC of the North�West

equaled 15,954 million
rubles, of which 91.5% came
from power transmission. The
profitability (gross profit/
income ratio) reached 6.4%.
The company's net profit in
2008 accounted for 598 mil�

lion rubles, which is 13.4%
more than provided by the
business plan.

"This is the first account�
ing statement of IDGC of the
North�West after its consoli�
dation in April 2008, which
includes information on its
predecessors", said Chief

Accountant of IDGC of 
the North�West Tatyana
Maksimova.

She noted that, according
to the Russian accounting
laws, comparable figures for
2007 are not to be given in the
statement. "Comparable fig�
ures for 2007 will be present�
ed in IAS accounting state�
ment of IDGC of the North�
West to be published in July
2009", she added.

Wind Turbines in
Russia's North

General Director of IDGC
of the North�West Alexander
Kukhmai has met in
Murmansk with Chief of
Netherlands�based Windlife
Energy company Paul
Logchies. The chiefs discussed
how the project of developing
alternative energy sources —
wind turbines — was being
implemented in the Polar
region. Russian and Dutch
experts had already held pre�
liminary consultations with
IDGC of the North�West and
Kolenergo.

Paul Logchies says the proj�
ect in the Murmansk Region
runs very fast.

"At present, the situation is

quite all right. We have a sup�
port in the local administra�
tion and closely cooperate
with the Ministry of Industry,
Transport and Energy of the
Murmans Region's govern�
ment. We have received an

official land allocation and
can start research work now
— estimating the environ�
mental effect and measuring
wind potential", said Windlife
Energy chief.

The first 100�MW wind tur�
bine is expected to be installed
in the Murmansk Region

already in 2011 and the sec�
ond one — in 2012.

"We will start laying the
foundation next year", told the
Dutch businessman to the
General Director of IDGC of
the North�West. "And we
would like to have the same
close cooperation with IDGC
of the North�West in grid con�
nection and preparing
reports, too.

According to Paul
Logchies, Windlife Energy has
already chosen a Dutch engi�
neering company that will
deal with technical issues. In
May, he plans to officially
introduce company experts to

managers of IDGC of the
North�West. Problems of tech�
nological connection and a
number of other technical
issues should be solved to con�
tinue the project.

"Terms are rather short, so
we have to discuss the power
connection chart and get
ready for it jointly with
Kolenergo already today", said
General Director of IDGC of
the North�West.

New Voy�Vozh
Substation

Four districts of the Komi
Republic has received a reli�
able power source. The con�
struction of the new substa�
tion became the end of the
largest investment project of
Komienergo, a branch of IDGC
of the North�West. The project
included building the 110�kW
Voy�Vozh�Pomozdino power
line, modernization of the
existing 110�kW Ust�Kulom
and Pomozdino substations as
well as building the new Voy�
Vozh substation. The total cost
of the project accounted for
615 million rubles. It was

implemented step�by�step
within two years.

The Voy�Vozh�Pomozdino
power line was launched in the
second quarter of 2008. In
autumn 2008, the moderniza�
tion of Ust�Kulom and
Pomozdino substations was
over. Launching the Voy�Vozh
substation allowed the whole
system to be put into operation.

The project raised the secu�
rity of power supplies to over
70,000 consumers providing
the second power supply for
the Ust�Kulom, Troitsk�
Pechyorsk, Kortkerossk and
Sosnogorsk districts of the
Komi Republic. In addition, it

allowed partial reduction of
power deficit in the south of
the republic during maximum
winter loads.

First Deputy Minister of
Industry and Energy of the
Komi Republic Anatoliy
Chutkin said IDGC of the
North�West and the Komi
Republic's government spares
no efforts to raise the reliabili�
ty of power supplies to con�
sumers in the republic's south.
"This line is the first step to
solve the problem of power
shortages in the southern hub.
Now, the 110�kW Voy�Vozh�
Pomozdino line allowed
transferring 20MW of energy
surplus from the north. The
construction of the 220�kW
Pechyora�Ukhta�Mikun line in
2011 will allow us to fully
unload the south energy hub",
stressed Anatoliy Chutkin.

To his mind, solving the
problem of energy shortages
will attract more investors to
Komi's south and bolster
industrial development. "A
Polish company has already
decided to build an advanced
timber processing plant in the
Ust�Kulom district. Consi�
dering works carried out by
Komienergo, investors have
agreed to start building pro�
duction facilities in Ust�Kulom,
which means the development
of both the Ust�Kulom and
Kortkerossk districts."

By 2015, Komienergo plans
to create another several
power rings to link dead�end
transmission lines of other
Komi's regions.

Investment Projects 
of Novgorodenergo

During his business trip to
Velikiy Novgorod, Alexander
Kukhmai checked the con�
struction of the 110�kW
Progress�Moshenskoye trans�
mission line and 110�kW
Yuzhnaya substation. IDGC of
the North�West's chief said
that these facilities should be
launched this year. "They are
very important for the whole

power system of the
Novgorod Region, so the com�
pany pays special attention to
these major investment proj�
ects", he added.

"We must launch these
power facilities in time. And
the financial crisis and bad
weather conditions will not
stop the process. We rapidly
solve production problems
with subcontractors. On the
whole, I am pleased with how
Novgorodenergo carries out
these investment projects and
monitors subcontractors", said
IDGC of the North�West's chief.

The 110�kW 35�km
Progress�Moshenskoye high
voltage transmission line is to
be put in operation by April
2009. Including the modern�
ization of the 110/35/10�kW
Progress substation, this

investment project costs over
240 million rubles. The 110�
kW Progress�Moshenskoye
high�voltage line will raise the
reliability of power supplies to
pump stations of the Kstovo�
Yaroslavl�Kirishi�Primorsk oil
product pipeline owned by AK
Transnefteprodukt.

It is planned to launch the
110/10�kW Yuzhnaya substa�
tion on the day of Velikiy
Novgorod's 1150th anniver�
sary. This substation will par�
tially unload the Bazovaya and
Mostischi substation supplying
the city and provide power for
the development of the
Pskovskiy residential district's
infrastructure and construc�
tion of a cottage neighborhood
in the village of Yuryevo. This
power facility is worth over
370 million rubles.

IDGC of the North�West: Weekdays of Power Industry
Alexander Kukhmai: "We support everything that leads to development and success"

Nikolay Shvets, the
General Director of
JSC "IDGC Holding",
congratulated the
management and the
staff of the JSC "IDGC
of the North�West" on
the first anniversary
of the company.

He thanked the staff of JSC
"IDGC of the North�West" for
their professional work in
supporting a reliable power

supply for consumers of the North�West region and wished
everybody further success.   

Nikolay Shvets particularly underlined that corporate tradi�
tions that are being initiated in the companies of the holding are
of great importance as they make people working together clos�
er, while brining people light and heat, and therefore, hope and
confidence for the coming day.

"An anniversary of JSC "IDGC of the North�West" — is an
excellent excuse to thank again the people working in the com�
pany for their professional work and devotion to the business",
— said Nikolay Shvets. 

The management of JSC "IDGC of the North�West" received
many greetings from colleagues, partners, government repre�
sentatives, and business community from all regions of Russia. 

The United Operational Company JSC 
"IDGC of the North�West" is one year old 
The Company has the following branches operating in the territory of

the seven Northwestern regions of Russia: "ArkhEnergo",

"VologdaEnergo", "KarelEnergo", "KolEnergo", "KomiEnergo",

"NovgorodEnergo", "PskovEnergo"

On April 1st, 2008 the united operational company JSC "IDGC of the

North�West" (Interregional Distribution Grid Company of North�

West) was set up. The following seven companies have entered JSC

"IDGC of the North�West" as network branches: "ArkhEnergo",

"VologdaEnergo", "KarelEnergo", "KolEnergo", "KomiEnergo",

"NovgorodEnergo", "PskovEnergo".  

The authorized capital of JSC "IDGC of the North�West" consists of

95,787 billion ordinary registered shares at par value of RUR 0,1 each

with total value of  RUR 9,5787 billion. Since May 2008 the shares of

JSC "IDGC of the North�West" have been trading in the Russian stock

exchange markets ("Russian Trading System" Stock Exchange and

MICEX Stock Exchange).

The major shareholder of JSC "IDGC of the North�West" (55,38 %) is

the government whose stake is managed by JSC "IDGC Holding"

established on July 1st, 2008 in the result of RAO EUS' reorganization.

The stocks of interregional distributional network companies owned

by RAO EUS were transferred to "IDGC Holding". 

JSC "IDGC of the North�West" operates in the territory of seven

regions of the Northwestern Federal district of 1,5859 million square

meters with the population of 6,69 million people.

The total length of overhead and cable power transmission lines is

169.3 thousand km. 

The amount of 35 kV substations and those of higher voltage held in

the company inventory equals to 1,141 pieces; the installed capacity of

power transformers of substations is 17.5 thousand MVA. 

13,9 thousand people work for JSC "IDGC of the North�West".
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NIKOLAY SHVETS CONGRATULATED JSC "IDGC OF
THE NORTH�WEST" WITH ITS FIRST ANNIVERSARY

The company's accounting statement truly
describes its financial state in all substantial

relations as of December 31, 2008 and the
results of its business activities from January
1 to December 31, 2008 inclusively according
to the legislation of the Russian Federation

as related to preparing the accounting state�
ment", report KPMG auditors.

In 2008, the income of IDGC of the North�
West equaled 15,954 million rubles, of

which 91.5% came from power transmission.
The profitability (gross profit/income
ratio) reached 6.4%. The company's net

profit in 2008 accounted for 598 million
rubles, which is 13.4% more than provided

by the business plan.




